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Kount’s Dispute and Chargeback Management Solution
Disputing chargebacks, identifying friendly fraud, and decreasing chargeback rates are among business’s toughest 
chargeback challenges. Overcoming those challenges requires time. 

But when card issuers and businesses can’t communicate efficiently, they have to engage in the slow and costly 
chargeback process. Kount’s solution gives businesses time and tools to prevent chargebacks and revenue loss from 
criminal fraud, friendly fraud, and legitimate disputes.

Challenges
 • Businesses can’t quickly communicate transaction data with card issuers. 
 • Businesses can’t resolve disputes fast enough to avoid chargebacks. 
 • Businesses can’t refund purchases or stop shipments fast enough to save sales and prevent inventory loss. 

Stop chargebacks and save the sale
Kount helps businesses make real-time identity trust decisions to block or challenge low-trust interactions and provide 
frictionless experiences for high-trust interactions across every step of the customer journey. 

Dispute and Chargeback Management is Kount’s comprehensive post-authorization solution. It fully integrates with 
Verifi, A Visa Solution, and Ethoca and gives businesses tools to intercept and deflect disputes.

Kount Control
Account Takeover Protection

Kount Command
eCommerce Fraud Prevention

Dispute and Chargeback Management Solution
Intercept and deflect disputes post-authorization

• Post-Purchase / 
   Chargeback

• Account Creation
• Account Login

• Make a Purchase
• Account Changes

PRE-AUTHORIZATION                                                            POST-AUTHORIZATION

Reduce chargebacks 
almost immediately

Refund purchases 
automatically

Access chargeback 
prevention products in 

one place

Inform future fraud 
prevention

Save the sale

Pay only for positive 
outcomes
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Kount’s Dispute and Chargeback Management Solution

Contact us at:  
sales@kount.com
+1.866.386.1431

ABOUT KOUNT AND EQUIFAX

Kount, an Equifax company, delivers real-time fraud prevention and account protection, and it allows more 
than 9,000 leading brands and payment providers to customize customer experiences. Linked by our 
award-winning AI, Kount’s Identity Trust Global Network™ analyzes signals from 32 billion annual interactions 
to personalize user experiences across the spectrum of trust — from frictionless experiences to blocking 
fraud. Quick and accurate identity trust decisions deliver safe payment, account creation, and login events 
while reducing digital fraud, chargebacks, false positives, and manual reviews. www.kount.com

INQUIRIES
Inquiries tell businesses that 
a customer has questioned 
a charge with their issuing 
bank. 
As soon as a business 
receives an inquiry, it can 
collaborate with banks by 
sending additional 
information about the 
transaction. Being able to 
relay additional information 
means the business can save 
the sale and prevent a 
chargeback.

ALERTS
Alerts tell businesses that a 
chargeback is about to be 
issued and they have 24-72 
hours to act. 
As soon as a business gets 
an alert, they can 
automatically or manually 
issue a refund based on 
customizable criteria to avoid 
manual review time and 
prevent a chargeback. 
Businesses can also stop 
shipments to prevent 
inventory loss.

NOTIFICATIONS
Notifications tell a business 
that a chargeback is 
incoming. 
Though the business can’t 
avoid the chargeback, it can 
use notifications to stop 
shipments and prevent 
inventory loss. They can also 
use information about the 
incoming chargeback to 
adjust fraud policies to 
prevent similar chargebacks 
in the future.


